DIAMANT-D DIAMOND BLADES GROOVING WHEEL FOR GRANITE
12” DIAMETER x 1” WIDE, 14” DIAMETER x 1” WIDE, 14” DIAMETER x 1/4” WIDE

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN – GROOVING WHEEL
Italian Craftsman Grooving wheel is also part of a complete selection of Italian Craftsman products.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN PLANING WHEEL
Can be used to grind down the back of slabs. For use on bridge saws.

ALPHA PROFESSIONAL TOOLS CERAMICA BUFF POLISHING DISC 3” VELCRO BACKED
Ultimate Wet Granite Final Polishing. Alpha® Ceramica Buff is the key to the difference from a standard polished edge to a deep glossy finish. Unlike the rest of the Alpha® Ceramica product line, a large amount of water is not required. The utilization of a natural process to bring out the glossy shine is exclusive to these pads.

Polishing

5 EXTRA POLISHING WHEEL 10”
Ultimate Wet Granite Final Polishing. Alpha® Ceramica Buff is the key to the difference from a standard polished edge to a deep glossy finish. Unlike the rest of the Alpha® Ceramica product line, a large amount of water is not required. The utilization of a natural process to bring out the glossy shine is exclusive to these pads.

ABRASIVE GRIT WHEEL 10” DIAM
24 GRIT, 16 GRIT, 36 GRIT, 60 GRIT, 120 GRIT, 220 GRIT, 320 GRIT, 600 GRIT

ABRASIVE TECHNOLOGY DIA-GLO BUFFING COMPOUND FOR GRANITE
(FOR DARK COLORED GRANITE)
Dia-Glo™ brand buffing compounds are formulated to achieve the best possible finish on stone surfaces. Easy to use, they quickly produce a mirror-like finish. These compounds can be used in stone fabricating shops, for floor restoration and for maintenance buffing.
ABRASIVE TECHNOLOGY DIA-GLO BUFFING COMPOUND FOR GRANITE (FOR LIGHT COLORED GRANITE)

Dia-Glo™ brand buffing compounds are formulated to achieve the best possible finish on stone surfaces. Easy to use, they quickly produce a mirror-like finish. These compounds can be used in stone fabricating shops, for floor restoration and for maintenance buffing. The Dia-Glo M™ brand compound is formulated for marble surfaces, and also performs well on terrazzo and agglomerated marble products.

ABRASIVE TECHNOLOGY DIA-GLO BUFFING COMPOUND FOR MARBLE (GREEN IN COLOR)

Dia-Glo™ brand buffing compounds are formulated to achieve the best possible finish on stone surfaces. Easy to use, they quickly produce a mirror-like finish. These compounds can be used in stone fabricating shops, for floor restoration and for maintenance buffing.

ALPHA PROFESSIONAL TOOLS SUMMIT FINAL POLISH 10”

Fabricators love the extremely high gloss they achieve with these wheels. Monument producers appreciate these wheels for the variety of surfaces they can polish. The Alpha® Summit Final Polish wheels utilize tin oxide as the primary component in a heat compressed form.

ALPHA PROFESSIONAL TOOLS SUMMIT FINAL POLISH 6”

Applications such as the fabrication of countertops, tabletops, and the backsides of slabs or monument sides and tops, can easily be processed. The resin wheels are long lasting and provide superior quality performance compared to old-fashioned polishing methods. Alpha® Summit Resin Polishing wheels give you fast and consistent results. These wheels are easy to use and are quick to change from grit to grit.
Planing Wheels / Polishing

**ALPHA PROFESSIONAL TOOLS SUMMIT RESIN BOND WHEELS 8"**
Surface Polishing for Granite. Alpha® Summit Resin Polishing wheels fit most common radial arm polishers found throughout the North American stone industry. These resin wheels are designed to match the factory finish provided by large multi-head polishing machines.

**ALPHA PROFESSIONAL TOOLS KIRARA PADS**
Alpha® introduces Kirara Pads which are designed for the maintenance of marble, limestone and concrete surfaces by using only a maximum of 3 steps. Kirara pads are designed for wet polishing but do not require a lot of water. If the surface is lightly wet, it can be enough to cool the cutting edge for a successful application, without having to use final polishing pads or acidic polishing powders and/or chemicals.

**ALPHA PROFESSIONAL TOOLS SOLID FELT WITH VELCRO**
Felt Wheels For Use with Polishing Powders. The Alpha® Felt Wheel is a very popular material for the final buff process in stone fabrication. Alpha® Felt Wheels are hook and loop backed buffing wheels designed for use with polishing powders, polishing pastes, and polishing bars.

**ALPHA PROFESSIONAL TOOLS SUMMIT METAL BOND WHEELS 10"**
Surface Preparation for Polishing. Alpha® Summit Metal Bond wheels for radial arm wet polishers begin the polishing process. They grind and hone the granite surface making it smooth enough to take a polish. These wheels remove gang saw marks and prepare the granite surface for transition to polishing grits.

**ALPHA PROFESSIONAL TOOLS SUMMIT METAL BOND WHEELS 6"**
Surface Preparation for Polishing. Alpha® Summit Metal Bond wheels for radial arm wet polishers begin the polishing process. They grind and hone the granite surface making it smooth enough to take a polish. These wheels remove gang saw marks and prepare the granite surface for transition to polishing grits.

**ALPHA PROFESSIONAL TOOLS SUMMIT METAL BOND WHEELS 8"**
Surface Preparation for Polishing. Alpha® Summit Metal Bond wheels for radial arm wet polishers begin the polishing process. They grind and hone the granite surface making it smooth enough to take a polish. These wheels remove gang saw marks and prepare the granite surface for transition to polishing grits.

**BAICCHI 10 " CARBORUNDUM HONING WHEEL**
CARBORUNDUM 120 GRIT, CARBORUNDUM 240 GRIT, CARBORUNDUM 600 GRIT

**BAICCHI 10 " CARBORUNDUM HONING WHEEL**
BAICCHI 5" CARBORUNDUM 120 GRIT, Carborundum pad for honing. For Use On Angle Grinders. CARBORUNDUM 120 GRIT, CARBORUNDUM 240 GRIT, CARBORUNDUM 600 GRIT
COTTON PADS
Cotton Pads attach the special "Stitched Cotton Pads" to a straight end grinder or bench grinder, turn on the machine and touch the pad with a "Marlite Bar" to produce a build-up on the pad. Buffing the edge of marble or granite will produce a polish which will appear on the stone's edge in a matter of moments.

CYCLONE DRUM WHEEL BUFF POLISHING
Cyclone drum wheel buff for Polishing are part of our Stone Fabrication and Supplies line of products. Edge polishing for sink cut-outs. Recommended use: Oscillate up and down for proper even drum wear. Rubber drum increases tread life & reduces vibration. 5/8" - 11 female thread  Optional: (M18 x 2 thread). Maximum RPM's: 3,000.

EASTERN MARBLE MARLITE EDGE POLISHING BARS BOX OF 6
Marlite Edge Polishing Bars are Used To Polish The Edges Of Marble & Limestone. Sold Individually Or In Boxes Of Six. Attach the special "Stitched Cotton Pads" to a straight end grinder or bench grinder, turn on the machine and touch the pad with a "Marlite Bar" to produce a build-up on the pad.

EASTERN MARBLE GRANITE EDGE POLISHING BARS
Black bars are recommended for darker granites. Sold Individually. Attach the special "Stitched Cotton Pads" to a straight end grinder or bench grinder, turn on the machine and touch the pad with a "Black Marlite Bar" to produce a build-up on the pad. Buffing the edge of marble or granite will produce a polish which will appear on the stone's edge in a matter of moments.

EASTERN MARBLE MARLITE EDGE POLISHING BARS
Marlite Edge Polishing Bars are Used To Polish The Edges Of Marble & Limestone. Sold Individually Or In Boxes Of Six. Attach the special "Stitched Cotton Pads" to a straight end grinder or bench grinder, turn on the machine and touch the pad with a "Marlite Bar" to produce a build-up on the pad. Buffing the edge of marble or granite will produce a polish which will appear on the stone's edge in a matter of moments.

GREEN HONING PAD 10"
GREEN HONING PAD 10" Nylon pad for honing

ITALIAN CRAFTMAN DIAMOND WHEEL FOR RADIAL ARM BED POLISHER 10" DIAMETER
Used for granite polishing on a radial arm bed polisher.
ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN DIAMOND WHEEL FOR RADIAL ARM BED POLISHER 10” DIAMETER
Used for granite polishing on a radial arm bed polisher.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN DIAMOND WHEEL FOR RADIAL ARM BED POLISHER 10” DIAMETER
Used for granite polishing on a radial arm bed polisher.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN FRANKFURT METAL BOND
Frankfurt metal brick for heavy grinding or stock removal.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN #52 SPECIAL BUFFING POWDER ALUMINUM OXIDE
Aluminum Oxide Buffing Compound. #52 Special is the base compound in many of the powders used to polish marble, limestone & granite.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN 5X POLISHING POWDER
Orange Powder consists of aluminum oxide, two natural resins and Potassium 5-EXTRA Oxalate. Exceptional polishing powder for marbles. Specially formulated to prevent burning and produces a stable, long lasting polished finish.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN FRANKFURT BRICKS “G” SERIES
Italian Craftsman Frankfurt Bricks in the "G" series have proven to be durable and cost effective. They have a longer life than conventional bricks which means less down time and higher productivity. For use on line machines, bed polishers and floor machines.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN DIAMOND WHEEL FOR RADIAL ARM BED POLISHER 10” DIAMETER
Italian Craftsman 5 Extra polising bricks are used to create the final polish on marble. These bricks are used in many processing facilities and are made from the very popular "Original 5X". For use on line machines, bed polishers and floor machines.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN GRANITE HONING POWDER COURSE, MEDIUM, AND FINE GRAIN
Granite honing powder is used to smooth out the swirl marks from the abrasives that are used during the honing process. This very dense "black silicon carbide" is strong enough to affect the surface of granite in a positive way, smoothing it, evening it out and deepening the color. Granite honing powder can be used on bed polishers, floor polishing machines and slow speed angle grinders. Use with solid felts or nylon polishing pads.
ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN GRANITINA POWDER GRANITE POLISHING COMPOUND
Italian Craftman Granitina Buffing Powder is a blended buffing powder that is used to bring granite to a high polish. Made in Italy, this aluminum oxide based compound is used to polish granite with solid felt pads and nylon polishing pads. Can also be used with crystallizer to polish granites.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN HOLDERS FOR FRANKFURT BRICKS
These holders are mounted on the drive plates of bed polishers, floor polishers and automatic line equipment to hold "Frankfurt Brick Segments".

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN LEAD & FELT WHEEL
The Lead and Felt Wheel is a wrapping of lead and felt which forms a polishing wheel. The invention of the Lead and Felt Wheel has made polishing granite much faster and easier. This wheel should be used with a velcro backing pad on a right angle grinder. The Lead and Felt Wheel and polishing powder are used for the final polish.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN MARBLE HONING POWDER
A non-acidic powder that removes fine scratches and wear patterns, restoring the surface to an evenly honed finish. Fine grain, aluminum oxide abrasive powder used for honing limestones and marbles.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN OXALIC ACID
Oxalic Acid is used to polish marble & limestone. Typically, Oxalic Acid is mixed with other oxide powders, such as Aluminum Oxide or Tin Oxide to form an acidic compound. We offer the finest grade of Oxalic Acid for use with the polishing powders.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN PAMIR
Excellent for touching up marble and granite that is difficult to polish, hard to polish. Paraffin Wax from Italy is used around the world for polishing and protecting counter tops and walls.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN POLISHING CREAM
A natural polishing compound for restoring the polish on Calcium Carbonate stones. For use on Marble and Limestone. Works well on most Serpentines. Restores polish on etched areas. (sanding may be necessary) Restores dulling vanity tops and shower walls. Polish your worn traffic areas in entry ways, powder rooms, hallways and any floors that need polishing. Contains no re-crystallization acids. Does not damage marble.
ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN POLISHING WHEEL
ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN POLISHING WHEEL FOR RADIAL ARM BED POLISHER 10” DIAMETER Used for granite polishing on a radial arm bed polisher.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN HOLDERS FOR FRANKFURT BRICKS
Tradicional "Italian" Marble Polishing Powder (commonly know as "Putty Powder"). This blend of polishing powders, made famous by the Italians, has been used by marble floor restorers for decades. Using a 175 RPM floor machine, put the powder on the floor and add enough water to create a "wet slurry". Buff until desired results are achieved.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN SOLID FELT MEDIUM 10” X 2”
Medium Solid Felt wheel for polishing marbles with compounds and oxide powders. For use on bed polishers.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN SUPER 52B BUFFING POWDER
Oxalic Acid is used to polish marble & limestone. Typically, Oxalic Acid is mixed with other oxide powders, such as Aluminum Oxide or Tin Oxide to form an acidic compound. We offer the finest grade of Oxalic Acid for use with the polishing powders.

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN TRAVERTINE FILL ADDITIVE
Italian Craftsman TRAVERTINE FILL ADDITIVE

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN TRAVERTINE FILL BEIGE (BUFF)
ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN TRAVERTINE FILL WHITE

ITALIAN CRAFTSMAN TRAVERTINE-FILL KIT

JAGUAR POLISHING PAD
JAGUAR POLISHING PAD 10” 50% FIBER, 50% Nylon pad for polishing For use with polishing powders

LEAD SHEETS
Lead sheets are used on floor grinding machines to aid in the polishing of granites.

MARLITE EDGE POLISHING
For use on a bed polisher

PRE-POLISH HONING WHEEL 10”
3/4 Polishing wheels for bed polishers

RED POLISHING PADS 10 INCHES
RED POLISHING PADS 10 inches are Nylon pads for honing or cleaning. They are part our Polishing and Scrubbing product collection.
SCREENS 10 INCH DIAMETER
SCREENS 10 Inch DIAMETER are Silicon carbide screens for honing.

SUPER EDGES 750 ML
Super Edges 750 ML is used for polishing the edges of marble granite and stone. Eastern Marble & Granite Supply offers a wide range of Polishing Powders and compounds suitable for Marble and Stone and other Natural Surfaces. This product was developed to brighten and intensify the color of edges of any material.

TENAX FRANKFURT FILIFLEX
Tenax diamond brushes can be used on existing tools that are used everyday in fabrications shops. Airflex brushes remove the “softer” material in the stone to create a beautiful texture while enhancing the natural color in the stone. The Tenax Filiflex comes in 36, 46, and 60 grit.

TENAX GRANITE FICKERT
Abrasive stones used on rocking heads on automatic line polishing machines.

TENAX TEWAX PASTE WAX
PREMIUM GRADE WAX -Tewax is used to increase the polishing effect on onyxes, marble, natural stones, granite, agglomerates, terrazzo. Also it is used to brighten up a lost polish. The application may increase the polish from 5-6 to 15-16 points of gloss. This product is completely without solvents which contains trichloroethylene, that may cause dangerous irreversible effects to humans.

WHITE NYLON POLISHING PADS 10"
Nylon pad for polishing. For use with polishing powders. Nylon pad for honing or cleaning. JAGUAR 50% FIBER 50% NYLON, RED, WHITE.

WRAPPED FELT MOP 10" DIAM
Wrapped felt mop for polishing. For use on a bed polisher.